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South Avenue Bridge Document Review
10/27/2017
Missoula County Courthouse Annex, Room 151
Dave Strohmaier (Msla Co)
Susan Kilcrease (MDT)
Erik Dickson (Missoula County)
Brian Hasselbeck (FHWA)

Heidy Bruner (FHWA)
Dustin Hirose (HDR)
Jon Schick (HDR)
Dan Harmon (HDR)
Others (see sign-in sheet)

Introductions
• Dan Harmon led introductions at the discussion table.
Meeting Purpose
• The purpose of the meeting is to discuss review comments on the draft Categorical
Exclusion environmental document. The meeting will allow Missoula County and
their consultant an opportunity to provide an update on the status of the NEPA
document and its development, obtain clarification on review comments from MDT
and FHWA, and establish next steps to completing the environmental document.
Following the meeting, Missoula County will then address the comments and
prepare a comment response table for MDT and FHWA to review.
Environmental Document format and content
• ED was submitted to MDT for review in January 2017; HDR received comments in
August 2017.
• Draft narrative format, standard for some projects. MDT is moving toward a
standard Categorical Exclusion (CE) form. Jon discussed how the existing
narrative will be re-formatted to meet MDT’s new standard form.
• Narrative is 50+ pages, CE is currently 8 pages.
• Q: Do we take what was in the narrative and reference it, or does it need to be
copied into the new CE form?
o FHWA: Key piece is to make sure we have enough information clearly
written to explain the project and give FHWA enough information to
determine whether there is a significant impact or not; FHWA does not have
an opinion on the format and would defer to MDT.
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MDT: Hybrid? Letter format introducing project (fits written description),
then do form? FHWA was agreeable to that idea.
o HDR: Repurpose narrative into a supporting technical memorandum.
Analysis would be included in the narrative. Form would serve as the
signature document and reference the supporting technical memorandum.
Q (Msla Co): Does a project like this deserve an elevated environmental
document?
o FHWA: Based on review comments, there are still questions that need to be
answered to ascertain significance. Whether it’s a CE or EA, the analysis
process is the same. FHWA plans to continue with a CE.
Q (MDT): Where will the bulk of the analysis be provided? A lot of information is in
the table, one comment received was to include that in the narrative and use the
table for the analysis of significance.
o HDR: Path of least resistance is continuing with the narrative, but the form
can be used to address necessary NEPA topics and the one-stop location
for impacts, but the information is largely provided in the narrative (as a
reference document).
o Msla Co: Continue using the narrative, as that’s what the comments have
been based on, and there is no official requirement that the CE form be
used.
o FHWA: It’s MDT call on whether to use the CE form and how to best tell the
story of the project. There is flexibility in how this analysis is packaged.
Form development intention was to standardize and provide consistency
regarding how CE’s are conducted; FHWA knew there would be exceptions
for projects that were already underway (like SAB). The CE form’s usage is
less important than the analysis being complete.
o MDT: Some subjects are included in the narrative that are not included in
the CE form.
o Susan will discuss with Environmental Services Bureau and let HDR know if
a different determination is made.
o

•

•

Section 4(f) Evaluation
• Analysis of Feasible Alternatives
o Is there an option for preservation in place (i.e. not demolishing the Maclay
Bridge after the SAB is constructed)? If the bridge isn’t removed, 4(f) isn’t
an issue.
o What would be the adequate level of analysis to demonstrate we have
considered the rehabilitation option(s)?
 A lot of the work was already conducted in the planning study,
though it didn’t fully address a new bridge and keeping the existing
bridge (i.e. having 2 bridges in place).






For 4(f), use information from the planning study. Also, a variety of
comments have been received by FHWA, so documentation needs
to address those comments.
What are Msla Co’s intentions? That decision would inform the 4(f)
and 106 process.
• Dave S (Msla Co) would like to see a robust evaluation of
rehabilitation options.
• Msla Co Public Works has considered an independent third
party review of previous evaluations regarding costs, liability
of maintenance, possibility of adoption, floodplain impacts,
etc. MDT and Msla Co need to determine which agency will
pay for this.
• MDT: Agrees that the rehabilitation option needs to be
analyzed.
• HDR: Maclay Bridge Alliance’s review did not provide an
analysis on bridge approaches; need to make sure the
analysis goes beyond the actual bridge so that a
comprehensive analysis is completed.
• FHWA: Make the discussion more robust regarding why
rehabilitation isn’t a viable option; pull information from the
Planning Study. Were any new alternatives suggested by the
public that were not addressed in the Planning Study?
• Msla Co: Rehabilitation option didn’t pass the Needs and
Objectives criteria of the Planning Study, even after the
criteria was adjusted.
• HDR: The Planning Study was a high level study, may need
a more thorough engineering analysis to discuss impacts,
such as bridge approaches; some options require additional
right-of-way.
Other 4(f) documentation: The de minimis letter will be revised per
FHWA comments.

Section 106 Process
• Assessment of rehabilitation alternatives:
Q (HDR): Where is the threshold when rehabbing a bridge where modifications
become so extensive they affect the bridge’s historic status? Is that a conversation
with Jon Axline?
o FHWA: Yes, discuss this with SHPO to determine if rehabilitation options
would alter the bridge so much that it would no longer be eligible for historic
preservation designation.
o You can modify the structure, but there’s a tipping point where modifications
are so vast that it is no longer an avoidance alternative and becomes an

o

o

o

o

adverse effect (i.e., you’ve changed the characteristic of the bridge so much
that it is no longer historic eligible for the National Register).
Historic Bridge Programmatic and Adopt-a-Bridge process and timing. Is
there a time in particular, later in the project, once closer to final design and
construction; nothing in agreement precludes reaching out earlier. Would it
be advantageous to reach out earlier? Agreement is through SHPO and
MDT.
Dave S. – From a PI standpoint, Dave has concerns that the project would
appear to be going down a pre-determined path that bridge removal and
adoption have already been decided.
MDT: It’s appropriate to reach out to Jon Axline regarding the process, but
it’s premature to pursue the notification and Adopt-a-Bridge process. Need
to be patient with our process.
FHWA: There are pieces of information that are critical regarding how
analysis unfolds. If one or more rehab options have an adverse effect,
these need to be addressed. More analysis is needed to make a
determination. If the Maclay Bridge stays in place, there are no Section 4(f),
Section 106, and Adopt-a-Bridge issues.

Endangered Species Act Consultation
• ESA clearance: Should we move forward with a biological opinion on the project
prior to completing the NEPA document?
o FHWA: The USFWS (Mike McGrath) has requested a field survey for
yellow-billed cuckoo; need to move forward with that survey to determine
impacts.
o HDR: Who conducts this survey? Strict training is required to do protocol
surveys; HDR has someone trained to do it. USFWS will determine who will
conduct it. Must be conducted during migratory window (spring/summer).
Process needs to be conducted and better documented in Environmental
Document.
• Bull Trout Special Provisions: Msla Co acknowledges there will be timing
requirements and special provisions requires to accommodate Bull Trout.
o MDT: Keep MDT’s wildlife biologist (Joe Weigand) in the loop.
Public Comments
• Need to pool resources to make sure all comments have been received; what is
our plan for developing public record?
• Dave S. Will there be formal response to comments?
• Concept is acknowledged and considered. Would a master spreadsheet be the
best approach? FHWA would like that. FHWA sends their correspondence to MDT
and its MDT’s responsibility to share those.

Other Items
• Comment regarding not moving forward with previous EA. CE needs to explain the
document and why it didn’t move forward to a FONSI or other decision document.
Need to clarify that this was not a loose end.
• Link the Planning Document and make it clear how that is being relied upon for
decision making.
Next Steps:
•
•
•

•

•

Determine revised project schedule; post update on the website.
One more public informational meeting is planned to occur following completion
and approval of the environmental document. The date for this meeting is
dependent on when the e-doc is approved.
What are Missoula County’s decision points? Signatory on decision document with
FHWA and MDT?
o FHWA: Msla Co can be a signatory; lead federal agency is the responsible
party. It’s not uncommon to extend the courtesy for partners to be
signatories on the document as well.
Dave S. Q: If one agency takes exception with the decision and chooses not to
sign, how much would Missoula County be responsible for financially if they decide
not to move forward with the project?
o FHWA Clarification: It’s a misnomer that an EIS or EA results in a steppedup analysis, it’s the same analysis for a CE as it is for an EA or EIS.
o FHWA on Pay Back: it would depend on the change in course of action.
Hypothetically, if we progress through NEPA document and a different
decision is made, and new information supports a no-build decision, there is
enough justification to not require pay back. If we get passed NEPA and
project development has progressed and Missoula County changes their
mind, it depends on the rationale and reasoning is for changing course.
o FHWA on signature and difference of opinion: depends on what the
difference of opinion is. It’s partly the County’s call on how they want to
proceed, but FHWA has their own obligations and cannot support a course
of action that violates their requirements (e.g., violating Section 4(f)), etc.
o FHWA on signatory: Formal action by the County Commission is not
required, Msla Co just needs to tell FHWA they’d like to be a signatory.
o FHWA: It’s the County’s call who they delegate as the signatory (whether
commissioner, public works director, project engineer, etc.). County needs
to identify a single signatory (typically the Commission Chair), FHWA does
not make that determination.
MPO review of STIP or TIP: General requirement that FHWA must verify that the
project is fiscally constrained; do that by ensuring the next phase is funded in the

•

TIP. This was a general comment by FHWA, not a statement that it’s not. Erik
thought that the project is in the TIP to include the PE phase only. The next phase
would be Right-of-Way, which would need to be included.
The subject of the South Avenue Bridge Project 2015 resolution by the Missoula
County Commissioners (Resolution No. 2015-046) was discussed following the
meeting. FHWA was not aware of the resolution and project specific agreement
between Missoula County and MDT, specifically how it relates to the County’s
responsibility for repayment of project funds should the project be terminated. HDR
agreed to provide them as attachments to the meeting minutes. See the June 24,
2014 Project Specific Agreement, Item 4.b. regarding project termination.

